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In this thesis, the finite-element method was developed
to nvimerically analyze heat transfer by laminar natural
convection within a rectangular cavity, a classical fluid
flow problem. A second auxiliary case study involving
Couette flow was included to test the flexibility of this
analysis technique.
Analyzing heat flows experimentally was also explored
utilizing holographic interferometry. Specific problems
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NOMENCLATURE
Cp - specific heat of fluid
D - width of the enclosure
/\ - area of element triangle
g - gravitational acceleration
GTj - Grashof number in L direction = g^l^ (Tr-Tc)
L - height of the enclosure
L. - natural coordinates
N. - interpolation functions
P - pressure (either wall or fluid)
Pr - Prandtl number = -ii—
-
3
Rar^ - Rayleigh nimiber in D direction = go ^-^H'^m-^
u ^
Ra - Rayleigh number in L direction = gBL (T^-T^n)
T - temperature (either wall or fluid)
t - time relative to beginning of solution
Tq - temperature at cold wall
Tjj - temperature at hot wall
T - mean temperature of fluid = (T^+Tp)
u - velocity in x-direction
V - velocity in y-direction

X - independent coordinate in horizontal direction
y - independent coordinate in vertical direction
cx,
- thermal diffusivity of fluid = —2^
—
yOCp
j3 - coefficient of thermal expansion of fluid
X - thermal conductivity of fluid
y^ - d5mamic viscosity of fluid
"l/* - kinematic viscosity of fluid = ^
/O - fluid density





The phenomenon of interference has had a considerable
influence on the development of physics. Thomas Young's
observation and explanation of the interference of the
beams through two holes provided the basis for Fresnel's
wave theory of light and the same experiment has been used
as the foundation of modem coherence theory.
Derived from interference is the technique of inter-
ferometry, now one of the important methods of experimental
physics. The father of visible-light interferometry was
A. A. Michelson, who was awarded in 1907 the Nobel prize in
physics for "his optical instruments of precision and the
spectroscopic and metrological investigations he has executed
with them." Applications to other spectral regions were
more recent: the first use of interferometry in radio
astronomy was reported in 1947, and infra-red interference
spectroscopy was successfully employed some thirteen years
later.
Ever since the wave nature of light was generally
accepted, interferometry has been the primary method for
making measurements with great accuracy. The very small

wavelength of light, on the order of 5x10" cm, and the fact
that interferometrie means are available for detecting
changes of only a small fraction of this length, indicates
the degree of accuracy which can be achieved. The wide-
spread applications of the method attest to its general
usefulness. Interferometry is used for testing optical
components, optical gauging of machine tools, studying air
flow in wind tunnels, and standardizing the fundamental
tinits of length. Therefore it is understandable that any
fundamental improvement or innovation in this interferometric
technique would find many applications over a wide field.
Holographic interferometry is just such an innovation.
Holography may be described as a photographic technique in
which the amplitude and phase characteristics emanating
from a coherent light source are recorded and later repro-
duced. This reproduction assimies the form of a three-
dimensional image of the original subject. Holography has
widened the scope of interferometry to such a degree that
holographic interferometry is now considered a standard tool
in engineering laboratories all over the world.
Conventional interferometry can be utilized to make
measurements on highly polished surfaces of relatively
simple shape. Holographic interferometry extends this
10

range by allowing measurements to be made on three-
dimensional surfaces or arbitrary shape and condition.
A roughly processed machine part can now be measured to
optical tolerance. Furthermore, with the holographic
technique a complex object can be examined interferometri-
cally from many different perspectives, because of the
three-dimensional nature of the hologram, A single inter-
ferometric hologram is equivalent to many observations
with a conventional interferometer. This property is
especially useful for observations of such things as fluid
flow in a wind tunnel. A third departure of holographic
interferometry from conventional interferometry is that an
object can be interferometrically examined at two different
times; one can detect with wavelength accuracy any changes
undergone by an object over a period of time. The present
object can thus be compared with itself as it was at an
earlier time. This is a great advantage in many fields.
For example, a large lens can be tested before and after
mounting. Similarly, with the aid of pulsed lasers, a
machine part can be interferometrically compared with it-
self statically as well as djmamically.
Methods of holographic interferometry include single-
and double-exposure as well as pulsed laser interferometry.
11

In this thesis, only single-exposure holographic interfer-
ometry was considered since it corresponds to real-time
interferometry, that is, a method which allows one to
observe changes in a subject as they actually occur.
B. CONCEPT AND HISTORY OF THE FINITE-ELEMENT METHOD
One must often resort to numerical procedures in order
to obtain quantitative approximate solutions to linear and
nonlinear problems in continuum mechanics. However,
regardless of the initial assumptions and the methods
used to formulate a problem, if numerical methods are
employed in evaluating the results, the continuum is, in
effect, approximated by a discrete model in the solution
process. This observation suggests a logical alternative
to the classical approach, namely, represent the continuum
by a discrete model at the onset. One such approach,
based on the idea of piecewise approximating continuous
fields, is referred to as the finite-element method. Its
simplicity and generality make it an attractive candidate
for applications to a wide range of engineering problems.
Classically, the analysis of continuous systems often
began with investigations of the properties of small differ-
ential elements of the continuum under investigation.
Relationships were established among mean values of various
12

quantities associated with the infinitesimal elements, and
partial differential equations or integral equations
governing the behavior of the entire domain were obtained
by allowing the dimensions of the elements to approach
zero as the nijmber of elements became infinitely large.
In contrast to this classical approach, the finite-
element method begins with investigations of the properties
of elements of finite dimensions. The equations describing
the continuum may be employed in order to arrive at the
properties of these elements, but the dimensions of the
elements remain finite in the analysis, integrations are •
replaced by finite summations, and the partial differential
equations of the continuous media are replaced, for example,
by systems of algebraic or ordinary differential equations.
The continuima with infinitely many degrees of freedom is
thus represented by a discrete model possessing a finite
niimber of degrees of freedom. Moreover, if certain com-
pleteness conditions are satisfied, then, as the number of
finite elements is increased and their dimensions are
decreased, the behavior of the discrete system converges
to that of the continuous system. A significant feature
of this procedure is that, in principle, it is applicable
to the analysis of finite deformations of materially
13

nonlinear, nonhomogeneous bodies of any geometrical shape
with arbitrary boundary conditions.
The practice of representing a structural system by a
collection of discrete elements dates back to the early
days of aircraft structural analysis, when wings and fuse-
lages, for example, were treated as assemblages of stringers,
skins, and shear panels. By representing a plane elastic
solid as a collection of discrete elements composed of bars
and beams, Hennikoff ^941/ introduced his "framework
method," a forerunner to the development of general dis-
crete methods of structural mechanics. Topological prop-
erties of certain types of discrete systems were examined
by Kron ZTL9397, who developed systematic procedures for
analyzing complex electrical networks and structural
systems. Courant Z19437 presented an approximate solution
to the St. Venant torsion problem in which he approximated
the warping function linearly in each of an assemblage of
triangular elements and proceeded to formulate the problem
using the principle of minimum potential energy. Courant 's
piecewise application of the Ritz method involves all the
basic concepts of the procedure now known as the finite-
element method. In 1954, Argyris and his collaborators
began a series of papers in which they developed certain
14

generalizations of the linear theory of structures and
presented procedures for analyzing complicated discrete
structural configurations in forms easily adapted to the
digital computer.
The formal presentation of the finite-element method
together with the direct stiffness method for assembling
elements was attributed to Turner, Clough, Martin, and
Topp D-9567> who employed the equations of classical
elasticity to obtain properties of a triangular element
for use in the analysis of plane stress problems. It was
Clough A9607, who first used the term "finite elements"
in a later paper devoted to plane elasticity problems
.
Concepts of the method became more understandable
after 1963 when Besseling 0-969] , Melosh ZT-9707, Fraeys
de Veubeke 13-91 X] t and Jones 0-91%] recognized that the
finite-element method was a form of the Ritz technique and
demonstrated its generality for handling elastic continuum
problems. In 1965, the finite-element method received an
even broader interpretation when Zienkiewicz and Cheung
Z!l9737 reported that it was applicable to all field prob-
lems which could be cast into variational form. During
the late 1960's and early 1970' s, while mathematicians
were working on establishing errors, bounds, and convergence
15

criteria for finite-element approximations, engineers and
other appliers of this same method were also studying
similar concepts for various problems in the area of solid
mechanics.
Although a major portion of the literature written to
date on the finite-element method deals with static and
dynamic structural analysis, there has been a continuing
steady increase in the number of applications in other
fields. The goal of this thesis was to develop a computer
program, utilizing the finite-element method, which could
accurately analyze laminar natural convection within a
vertical rectangular enclosure. The program should be able





II. FUNDAMENTAL THEORY OF FINITE-ELEMENT ANALYSIS
In this section the fimdamental theory on which the
thesis was based is presented. Highlighted topics include
the variational principle, some basic concepts of finite-
element analysis and the Ritz technique, and finally the
method of weighted residuals featuring the Galerkin crite-
rion. The variational principle and the Galerkin method
are looked at in detail in regards to the derivation of
finite-element equations
.
The finite-element method envisions a solution region
as built up of many small, interconnected subregions or
elements. Such a model of a problem gives a piecewise
approximation to the governing equations. The basic premise
of the finite-element method is that a solution region can
be analytically modeled or approximated by replacing it
with an assemblage of discrete elements. These finite-
element discretization procedures reduce the problem to
one of a finite number of unknowns by dividing the solution
region into elements and by expressing the unknown field
variable in terms of assumed approximating or interpolation
functions within each element. The interpolation functions
17

are defined in terms of the value of the field variables
at specified points called nodes or nodal points. Nodes
usually lie on the element boundaries where adjacent elements
are considered to be connected. In addition to boundary
nodes, an element may also have a few interior nodes (al-
though this was not the case in the choice of linear and
quadratic trinagular elements utilized in this thesis)
.
The nodal values of the field variable and the interpolation
functions for the elements completely define the behavior
of the field variable within the elements. For the finite-
element representation of a particular problem, the nodal
values of the field variable become the new unknowns. Once
these unknowns are found, the chosen interpolation fiinctions
define the field variable throughout the assemblage of
elements
.
Clearly, the nature of the solution and the degree of
approximation depend not only on the size and mmber of the
elements used, but also on the interpolation functions
selected. As one would expect, functions cannot be arbi-
trarily chosen since certain compatibility conditions must
be satisfied. Often such functions are selected so that
the field variable and/or its derivatives are continuous
across adjoining element boundaries. Another important
18

feature of the finite-element method which sets it apart
from other approximate niraierical methods is its ability to
formulate solutions for individual elements before putting
them together to represent the entire problem.
The finite-element method has gained much popularity
and has been utilized extensively in recent years because
it has, in general, several outstanding advantages. These
are the following:
1. Non-homogeneous configurations may be treated with
relative simplicity.
2. The elements can be graded in size and shape to
follow boundaries of arbitrary shape.
3. Once a computer program has been developed, problems
of the same variety can be solved simply by supplying the
computer with appropriate data.
There are at least three distinct approaches one may
employ in order to obtain finite-element equations of a
particular system. In order of increasing versatility they
are: (1) the direct approach, (2) the variational principle,
and (3) the weighted residuals approach.
The direct approach can be used only for relatively
simple problems in which discrete elements may be easily
identified. Once these elements have been selected, direct
19

physical reasoning is introduced to establish the element
equations in terms of pertinent variables. The final step
is then to combine the element equations to form the govern-
ing equations of the complete system.
A detailed explanation of the remaining two approaches
will be given in Subsections A, B and C to follow.
Whichever one of these three particular approaches is
utilized, the finite-element method follows a systematic
step-by-step process when applied to continuum problems.
They are:
1. Discretize the continuum.
The entire flow region under study is divided into
a series of subregions or elements assumed to be inter-
connected at a finite number of nodal points; thus a program
originally exhibiting an infinite number of degrees of free-
dom is made finite. The elements used can be triangular,
rectangular, or almost any shape. Also, information must
be fed into a computer giving global coordinates of the
nodes and topology of the system.
Finally, selection of which field variables are to
be used to satisfactorily describe solution domain must
be indicated at this point in the process.
20

2. Select interpolation functions, N.'®-'
From the nodal values one represents the value of
the field variable over the element by means of interpola-
tion fiinctions. Often, although not always, polynomials
are selected as these functions because they are easy to
integrate and differentiate. The number of nodes and the
order of the interpolation pol5niomials are interrelated.
The field variable itself may be a scalar, a vector, or a
higher-order tensor.
3. Find the element properties.
Essentially, the problem is solved at the element
level. The matrix equations expressing the properties of
the individual elements are determined. This can be
accomplished by any one of the three approaches previously
mentioned: the direct method, the variational principle,
or the weighted residual method. The approach used depends
entirely on the nature of the particular problem.
4. Assemble the element properties to obtain the system
equations
,
In this step, one combines the matrix equations ex-
pressing the behavior of the elements to form the matrix
equations expressing the behavior of the entire solution
region or system. The matrix equations for the system
21

exhibit the same form as the equations for an individual
element except that they contain many more terms because
they include all the nodes. The basis for this assembly
procedure stems from the fact that, at a node where elements
are interconnected, the value of the field variable is the
same for each element sharing that node.
5. Solve the system equations.
From the previous step, a set of simultaneous equa-
tions are derived which can now be solved to obtain the
unknown nodal values of the field variable. If these
equations are linear, a number of standard solution tech-
niques may be employed; if the equations are nonlinear,
their solution is more difficult to obtain, but several
alternative approaches do exist that lead to satisfactory
results.
6. Make additional computations if desired.
It may be desired to use the solution of the system
equations to calculate other important parameters, i.e.,
from the nodal values of the pressure, one might wish to
calculate velocity distributions.
It is worth making mention of the fact that several of
the steps in the above process are essentially the same
regardless of the type of problem (this thesis was devoted
22

to the fluid mechanics problem). Thus, only steps three
(3) and six (6) might differ for any given situation, in
that the equations describing the elements could vary. The
other steps would be the same. This generality of the
finite-element method is, without doubt, one of its greatest
strengths.
A. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE
Often, continuTjm problems have different but yet equiva-
lent formulations, such as a differential formulation and
a variational formulation. In the differential case, the
problem is to integrate a differential equation or a system
of differential equations subject to given boundary condi-
tions. In the classical variational formulation, the
problem is to find the iniknown function or functions which
extremize (maximize, minimize) or make stationary a func-
tional or system of functionals subject to the same specified
boundary conditions . The two problem formulations are
equivalent because the functions that satisfy the differential
equations and their boundary conditions also extremize or
make stationary the functionals. This equivalence is
apparent from the calculus of variations, which shows that
the functionals are extremized or made stationary only when
23

one or more Euler equations and their boundary conditions
are satisfied. Consequently, these equations are precisely
the governing differential equations of the problem. To
illustrate this duality concept. Appendix B provides a brief
review and introduction to some basic ideas of the calculus
of variations.
B. FINITE-ELEMENT METHOD AND THE RITZ TECHNIQUE
The Ritz technique is basically a procedure for trans-
forming a continuous meditim into an approximated lumped
parameter system. A more qualitative definition would be
that the Ritz method consists of assuming the form of the
unknown adjustable parameters. From this family of trial
or coordinate functions, that particular function which
renders the functional stationary is then selected. The
procedure is to substitute the trial functions into the
functional and thereby express the functional in terms of
the adjustable parameters. This functional is then differ-
entiated with respect to each parameter, and the resulting
equation is set equal to zero. If there are n unknown
parameters, there will be n simultaneous equations to be
solved for these parameters. By this means, the approximate
solution is chosen from the family of assumed solutions.
24

This procedure does nothing more than give one the
"best" solution from the family of assumed solutions.
Clearly, then, the accuracy of the approximate solution
depends on the choice of trial functions. These trial
functions are required to be defined over the whole solu-
tion domain and must satisfy at least some and usually all
of the boundary conditions. Sometimes, if the general
nature of the desired solution is known, the approximation
can be improved by choosing the trial functions to reflect
this nature. If, by chance, the exact solution is contained
in the family of trial solutions , then the Ritz technique
gives the exact solution as expected. Generally, the
approximation improves as the size of the family of trial
functions and the number of adjustable parameters increase.
If the trial functions are part of an infinite set of
functions that are capable of representing the unknown
function to any degree of accuracy, the process of including
more and more trial functions leads to a series of approxi-
mate solutions which converge to the true solution. Often
a family of trial functions is constructed from poljmomials
of successively increasing degree.
To illustrate the Ritz technique, consider the following





with boundary conditions of 0(a) =A and 0(b) =B specified.
It is assumed that f(x) is a continuous function in the
closed interval Za,b7. This problem is equivalent to finding
the function 0(x) that minimizes the functional
1(0) - J r%<ii)^ - f(x)0(xr| dx
H
which is of the form 1(0) = J F(x,0, 0^, f(x))dx
XI
Ignoring the fact that this problem possesses an exact
solution, we will attempt to find an approximate solution.
According to the Ritz method, the desired solution can be
assumed to be approximately represented in Za,bJ by a com-
bination of selected trial functions of the form
0(x) = C^f^(x)-K:2f2(^) +
-----^n^n^^^ '
a< x^b
where the n constants C. are the adjustable parameters to
be determined. The trial functions should be selected so
that the expression for 0(x) satisfies the boundary condi-
tions regardless of the choice of the constants C.. Using
26

polynomials is a simple and convenient way of constructing
the trial fiinctions. Therefore
o n*"l
0(x);j-;(x-a) (x-b) (C.+C^x+C.x + -fC x )12 3 n
is a possible series of trial functions. When this approxi-
mate expression for 0(x) is substituted into the functional
to be minimized, and after the integration has been carried
out, the functional is of the form
I = I(C^, C^, —
-, C^).
Since the C. are required to be chosen such that they mini-
mize I, employing differential calculus, the following
partial differential equations are formulated
O I =0 o ^ = o I =
These n equations are then solved for the n parameters
C
.
, and the accuracy of the approximate solution depends on
the nimiber of C's used in the trial function. Generally,
as n increases the accuracy improves. To assess the
improvement in accuracy as more C's are utilized, the prob-
lem is solved repeatedly by taking successively more terms






and so on. By comparing the results at the end of each
calculation, the effect on accuracy of adding more terms
can be estimated.
The finite-element method and the Ritz technique are
essentially equivalent. Each method uses a set of trial
functions as the starting point for obtaining an approxi-
mate solution; both methods take linear combinations of
these trial functions; and both methods seek the combination
of trial fiinctions that renders a given, functional stationary,
The major difference between these approximating methods
stems from the fact that the assumed trial functions in the
finite-element method are not defined over the entire solu-
tion domain, and they must satisfy not just any boundary
conditions, but only certain continuity conditions and then
only sometimes. Since the Ritz technique uses functions
construed over the whole domain, it can be employed only
for domains of relatively simple geometric shape. Also,
these trial functions associated with the Ritz method are
required to satisfy at least some and usually all of the
28

boundary conditions. In the finite-element method the
same geometric limitations exist, but only for the elements.
Due to the fact that elements with simple shapes can be
assembled to represent exceedingly complex geometries, the
finite-element method is a far more versatile tool than the
Ritz technique. From a strict mathematical standpoint, the
finite-element method is a special case of the Ritz technique
only when the piecewise trial functions obey certain con-
tinuity and completeness conditions that are stipulated
over just the element alone.
C. METHOD OF WEIGHTED RESIDUALS (GALERKIN'S METHOD)
The third and final approach to the finite-element
method involves a procedure that is more generalized and
straightforward than either of its two predecessors.
The relationship between the well-known Ritz technique
and the finite-element method enables one to view the finite-
element discretization procedure as simply another means
for finding approximate solutions to variational problems.
In fact, these finite-element equations were shown to be
derived by requiring that a given functional be stationary.
This broad variational interpretation is the one most
widely used to derive element equations , and it is the
29

most convenient approach whenever a classical variational
statement exists for a given problem.
However, applied scientists and engineers encounter
practical problems for which classical variational principles
are unknown. In these cases finite-element techniques are
still applicable, but more generalized procedures character-
istic of the method of weighted residuals must be employed
to derive the element equations. Through certain generaliza-
tions, finite-element equations may be derived directly
from the governing differential equations of the problem
without reliance on any classical, quasi-variational, or
restricted variational "principles." This procedure allows
one to apply the finite-element method to almost all practical
problems of mathematical physics.
The method of weighted residuals is a technique for
obtaining approximate solutions to linear and nonlinear
partial differential equations . It offers still another
means with which to formulate the finite-element equations
.
Applying the method of weighted residuals involves basically
two steps. The first step is to assume the general func-
tional behavior of the dependent field variable in some way
so as to approximately satisfy the given differential equa-
tion along with its associated boundary conditions.
30

Substitution of this approximation into the original differ-
ential equation and boundary conditions then results in
some error called a residual. This residual is required to
vanish in some average sense over the entire solution domain,
The second step entails solving the equation(s) resulting
from step one and thereby specializing the general func-
tional form to a particular function, which in turn becomes
the approximate solution sought.
To be more specific, the following typical problem is
offered. Suppose it is desired to find an approximate
f\inctional representation for a general field variable
governed by the differential equation
^^(0) - f = (2.1)
in the domain D bounded by the surface 2_ • oC is a
linear or nonlinear differential operator and the function
f is a known function of the independent variables. Also,
proper boundary conditions are assumed to be prescribed on
/ . The method of weighted residuals is now applied in
two steps. First, the unknown exact solution is approxi-
A A
mated by 0, where either the functional behavior of is
completely specified in terms of unknown parameters, or
the functional dependence on all but one of the independent
variables is given while the functional dependence on the
31

remaining independent variable is left unspecified. Thus
the dependent variable is approximated by
m
C5^ = XI N.C. (2.2)
i=l
where the N. are the assumed functions and the C. are either
the unknown parameters or unknown fxmctions of one of the
independent variables. The m functions N^^ are usually
chosen to satisfy the global boundary conditions of the
A
system in question. When is substituted into equation
2.1, it is unlikely that this equation will not be satisfied,
that is,
^ (0) -f ?^
but in fact,
JC (0) -f = e
where e is the residual or error that results from approxi-
mating by 0. The method of weighted residuals seeks to
determine the m unknowns C. in such a way that the error
e over the entire solution domain is small. This is
accomplished by forming a weighted average of the error
and specifying that this weighted average vanish over the
solution domain. In other words, m linearly independent
weighting functions, W., are chosen such that
) |o£(0)-f W.dD= /'eW.dD=0, i=l,2,— ,m (2.3)
D -* J- D
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The form of the error distribution principle expressed
in equation 2.3 depends on the choice of weighting functions.
Once these are specified, eqtiation 2.3 represents of a set
of m equations, which may be either algebraic or ordinary
differential. The second step is to solve for the C.'s and
hence obtain an approximate representation of the unknown
general field variable via equation 2.2. There are many
linear problems and even some nonlinear problems for which
A
it can be shown that, as m -»•<**>, 0"*'0, but, in general,
studies of convergence and error bounds are scarce.
Due to the broad choice of weighting functions or error
distribution principles than can be used, a variety of
weighted residual techniques are likewise available. The
error distribution principle most often utilized to derive
finite-element equations in the field of aeronautics is
known as the Galerkin criterion, or Galerkin's method.
Here, the weighting functions are chosen to be the same
as the approximating functions employed to represent 0,




Id5^ (0)-fJ N^dD = (2.4)
D
In the preceding section pertaining to the Ritz technique.
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it was ass\amed that the entire solution domain was being
dealt with. However, because equation 2.1 holds for any
point in this region, it also holds for any collection of
points defining an arbitrary subdomain or element of the
whole domain. Consequently, attention may be focused
directly on an individual element by means of a local approxi-
mation analogous to equation 2.2, but being defined as valid
for only one element at a time. Now the finite-element
representations of a general field variable become available.
The functions N^ become what are known as the interpolation
functions N.^^-' defined over the element, and the C. are
the undetermined parameters, which may be the nodal values
of the field variable or its derivatives. Then, from
Galerkin's method, the equations governing the behavior of
an element of the solution domain may be written as
)[_^(0^^h-f^^\\ N.<^>dD(^> = 0, i=l,2,....,r (2.5)
D
where, as before, the superscript (e) restricts the range to
one element, and
0(e)
= |_ N(e)j (0} (e)
f^^^ = forcing function defined over element (e)




There exists a set of equations similar to equation 2,5
for each element of the whole assemblage. Prior to assembling
the system equations from the individual element equations,
it is required that the choice of approximating functions N.
guarantee the interelement continuity along the boundary
necessary for the assembly process. If the field variable
is continuous at element interfaces, then C° continuity
exists; if, in addition, first derivatives of the variable
are continuous, C continuity is said to occur; if second
derivatives are also continuous, a region of C continuity
exists; and so on. This is the standard definition and
notation utilized for expressing the degree of continuity
of a field variable at element junctions. The higher the
order of continuity required in the solution, the narrower
one's choice of interpolation functions becomes.
With the above definition of continuity in mind, the
compatibility and completeness requirements for such inter-
polation functions may be stated. If the functions appearing
under the integrals in the element equations contain deriva-
tives up to the (n+l)th order, then the following stipulations




Compatibility requirement: At element interfaces, C^
continuity must exist.
Completeness requirement: Within an element, C con-
tinuity must exist. These requirements hold regardless of
whether the element equations (integral expressions) were
derived using the variational technique or the Galerkin
methed. For this thesis, n was taken to have a value of
zero.
Integration by parts is a convenient way to introduce
the natural boundary conditions that must be satisfied on
some portion of the system exterior or boundary. Although
the boundary terms containing these imposed conditions
appear in the equations for each element, during the assembly
of the element equations only the boundary elements give
nonvanishing contributions. After the assembly process has
been completed, the fixed boundary conditions (i.e., speci-
fied velocity, pressure or temperature) are conveniently




III. ANALYSIS OF CONVECTIVE HEAT
TRANSFER BETWEEN PARALLEL PLATES
The transfer of heat energy across a fluid layer is
accomplished, in general, through the mechanisms of con-
duction, convection and radiation. This last phenomenon
is usually a function of the fluid enclosed between the
surfaces and the nature, temperature and configuration of
the enclosing boundaries. Radiation takes place independ-
ently of the conduction and convection as long as there is
no absorption by the fluid, and therefore under these con-
ditions it can be considered separately. The phenomena of
conduction and convection are closely interdependent and
are usiially analyzed together. Buoyancy forces result from
differences in density within the fluid and are caused by
heat transfer to or from this fluid. Natural convection
may then be thought of as fluid motion of the system due
to the activation of these buoyance forces. In a two-
dimensional plane, such heat transfer across a vertical,
enclosed fluid layer is a function of the Grashof number,





Natural convection plays a very important role in
materials processing at high temperatures where agitation
by other means is impracticable, or where the existence
of temperature gradients is an inherent characteristic of
the system.
The steady convective motion of a lubricating fluid
contained within a long, rectangular enclosure was investi-
gated. Holographic interferometry and nimierical approxima-
tion were the experimental and theoretical analysis tools,
respectively.
The two vertical walls of the enclosure were held at
different temperatures , and the top and bottom were deemed
perfect insulators (Figure 1) . It was considered that the
length of the enclosure (7 inches) was sufficiently long
in the direction normal to the plane of Figure 1 for the
motion to be assumed two-dimensional. Another assumption
made was that the fluid motion was laminar. Experimental
evidence indicates that such an assiimption is valid provided
the Rayleigh nijmber based on cavity height is less than
Q
about 10 (Ra, in this study was calculated to be 1.018 x
10 ) . Using this value and a value of the Prandtl number
4
of 1.0755 X 10 , determined from the ratio of kinematic
viscosity to thermal diffusivity of the fluid, a system
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Grashof number of 946.4 was calculated. The temperatures
of the vertical walls x=0 and x=D were defined to be T„
and T^ respectively. If (T„-Tp) in degrees Fahrenheit is
,
sufficiently small with respect to T^, the Boussinesq
approximation may be introduced which neglects density
variations in inertia terms of the equations of motion,
but retains it in the buoyancy term. One final assumption
was made that all other relevant thermodjmamic and trans-
port properties were independent of temperature and that
compressibility and viscous dissipation effects were
negligible.
The problem now was to find the time and spatial
dependence of the velocities and the temperatures within
the system.
The governing differential equations expressing con-
servation of mass, momentimi (both in x- and y-directions)
and energy were
4^ + 4^=0 (3.1)
<3 X o y
+gB(T-T^) (3.2)
2 9
4^ + u4^ + v4^ = ^(-4-T + 4-4) - 4-^ (3.3)
c^ t 6x <^ y ^ <i x2 6 y^ yc^ 6 7
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The solution to the foregoing set of d3mainic equations must
satisfy the following boundary conditions on the walls,
u =v ==0, no velocity on any of the four walls
T=T{j or Tp given on the two vertical walls




A. FINITE-ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF THE CONTINUUM
1. Discretization of the Continuum
Since the fundamental premise of the finite-element
method is that a continuimi or solution domain of arbitrary
shape can be accurately modeled by an assemblage of simple
shapes, most finite elements are geometrically simple also.
This statement especially pertains to the choice of the
triangular-shaped element which would represent the unknown
system parameters in this study, that is, the velocity,
temperature and pressure. The main reason behind this choice
was the fact that the three-node flat triangular element is
the simplest two-dimensional element available, and hence
an assemblage of triangles could always depict a two-
dimensional domain with any nimiber of straight sides. The
solution domain in this problem was the vertical rectangular
enclosure, a relatively simple-shaped continuum which posed
no problem for the triangular elements. Twelve (12) ele-
ments were utilized to represent the 8.5 inch by 1.875 inch
area. They were interconnected to each other and the bound-
ary at a total of thirty-five (35) nodal points, of which
twelve (12) were comer nodes (Figure 2) .
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Arriving at this figure of thirty-five nodes was
not an arbitrary process. Once pressure was chosen to be
linearly approximated, system velocities and temperature
were required to assume pol5momial approximation of one
degree higher, or quadratic, if the highest solution
accuracy was to be achieved. For triangular elements, a
complete n th-order pol5niomial requires %(n+l) (n+2) nodes
for its specification. Therefore, a 1st order, or linearly
approximated, pol3niomial is associated with a three-node
triangle; and a quadratic polynomial relates to a six-node
triangle.
The three-node elements , with their nodes on the
comers, may be thought of as being superimposed onto the
six-node elements. Such elements contain, in addition to
the comer nodes, nodes located at the midpoint of each
side of the triangle. Twelve triangular elements of the
six-node variety may be interconnected to form the solu-
tion domain shown in Figure 2; this domain possessing
exactly thirty-five nodes.
Each element (6-node and 3-node) specifies uniquely
a complete pol3momial of the order necessary to give C*^
continuity, and hence satisfy the completeness and compati-
bility requirements for elemental assemblage.
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Next, the distinction between local and global
node-ninnbering had to be made. Since each element in the
triangular mesh had six nodes, the local nodes were identi-
fied as such by starting in the upper left hand comer of
each element and niraibering counterclockwise around the
element. The global node system is a method for uniting
these independent elements along with their nodes into one
distinct entity. Figure 3 summarizes the relation between
local and global numbering for four (4) such elements.
This figure defines the system topology or the connectivity
of the system.
2. Selection of the Interpolation Functions
In the preceding subsection it was mentioned that
linear approximation was used for values representing nodal
pressures, while both velocity and temperature varied in a
quadratic fashion within the elements. Such a relationship
was based on the governing equations of the system, in
which the highest order of partial differential equations
involving pressure was one, while partial derivatives of
u, V and T existed up to second order. Therefore, choosing
linear pressures required the remaining three nodal para-
meters or field variables to take on quadratic approximation.
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The fiinctions employed to represent the behavior
of these field variables within an element are known as
interpolation or approximating functions. Their order
within an element depends on the number of degrees of
freedom assigned to that element. In this study, two
different pol3momial series were selected as the first
.
and second order interpolation functions. Associated with
these series were coefficients made up of generalized
coordinates, that is, independent parameters which speci-
fied the magnitude of the prescribed distribution for each
field variable (u, v, P, T) . These pol3niomials were repre-
sented as follows
P(x,y)^®^=C^(e)+c^(e)x^^(e)y (4.1)
for the linear pressure terms, and
0(x,y)^^)=C^^^^-K;2^^>x-K:3(^)y^^(^)x2+
c^^^Kr^^^^^^ (4.2)
with being a generalized quadratic field variable (either




The next step in the process was to solve for the
(e)generalized coordinate C.^ ^ in terms of the as yet imknown
field variables. This gave the desired interpolation, but
the form of the resulting equations was not convenient.
As a final step then, the equations were rearranged until
they appeared as
P(x,y)^^)=N/(x,y)Pi^^2^(x,y)P2+
N3^(x,y)P3= L ^^J ( ^ ) (^•3>
and
0(x,y)(e)=N^^(x,y)0^-w/(x,y)02+N3^(x,y)03+







and N were the specific interpolation
functions in equation (4.4) for this study and were all
u V T
equal in form, i.e., N. =N. =N. =N..^
' 1 1 i 1
3. Determination of the Elemental Properties
In this thesis, the Galerkin method was utilized
to determine the element properties. This procedure
applied at a general node i of an isolated element
becomes, in view of equations 3.1-3.4,
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where W.(x,y) and H.(x,y) are the weighting or interpolation
functions, which were taken as
pW.=N. and H^=N. =L, (natural coordinates).11 i 1 i
The inertia terms in equations 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 considerably
increased the degree of difficulty of this fluid flow prob-
lem when compared to an incompressible viscous flow without
inertia. This is because the above mentioned equations are
nonlinear, thereby forcing an iterate procedure to be
introduced and repeated until the u^+x* v^+i» ^^^ ^n+1
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values converged to the previous "^ » v!^^-' , and T^^
solutions. The subscript n runs from zero to some posi-
tive niimber at which the field variable passes a convergence
test.
Integrating each term of equations 4.5-4.8 by parts,
and making use of the approximations of equations 4.3 and
4.4, the following results on an elemental level were
obtained
( (nZ-ALjU- dxdy) f u )
+ j (Nj.^-iLjLl dxdy) (v| =0 (4.9)
( ^(4Ni ALeL + 4Ni iij=L)dxdy ( u}








y/^^ ax 6x <3yoy ^c;
- j (Nj^ Ln J dxdy) (4^1 = ) N.Z*ds
!i"
^^"^ i (4.12)
where N.X*ds, N.Y*ds and N.Z*ds are simply liimped-sum con-
tour integrals that introduce the natural boundary condi-
tions for u, V and T respectively. These integral values
were labeled QX, QY, and QZ in the computer program. The
last term on the left hand side of equations 4.10-4.12
represents the transient nature of the system*
Finally, the element matrix equations were written
by inspection from equations 4.9-4,12 and were of the
general form
[K]<^>f |<^>-[Kj<^)(0](e)=(R](e) (4.13)
where the square matrices ^^1 AND FkJ ^^^ are known
as stiffness matrices, the column vectors i > ^^^ and{0p^''
are the nodal field variable and time derivative vectors,
respectively. The column vector
J
R } '^^ signifies the
resultant nodal force vector for the element. In the actual
computer program, the following identities were used































(3r-^s) ^ (sr-^s) (3r*5)x|
where, (AXf = (j^^T^ "^ QX)
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In the above assemblage, the individual matrix notation
utilized was
[k^] ^-K2'^(i,j)= y (^ Nj^)dxdy
^
[K3] '^=K3T(i,j)= y(^ Nj^)dxdy
[K2] =K2(i,j)= J^(^ N/)dxdy
[K3] =K3(i,j)= j (^Nj. Nj)dxdy
^^
[cd] =CD(i,j)= / N^Njdxdy
Also, gBT is the u velocity forcing function, and r
and s are the number of nodes where velocity (or temper-
ature) and pressure are interpolated at, respectively. In
this study, r=6 and s=3, therefore the element matrices were
21x21 and the element colimm vectors 21x1.
Once the matrix equations were compiled or assembled
on the element level, assembling these properties to obtain
the system equations in matrix form also was a relatively
simple operation for the digital computer. In essence, the
large square matrices were derived by systematically adding
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together the contributions of each individual element matrix,
and inserting prescribed nodal variables or boundary condi-
tions where applicable. As was brought out in the theoreti-
cal section of this thesis, the final assembly now became
a system of ordinary differential equations resembling the
same format as equation 4.13, i.e.
[k](0}-[kJ{0} = (r) (4.14)
The problem solution was completed when these equations
were solved for the nodal parameters { } , subject to
the discretized initial conditions.
B. DERIVATION OF ELEMENT MATRICES
Derivation of various element matrices, referred to
previously as simply area integrals over the solution
domain, will be discussed in this section. The evaluation
of each matrix will be in terms of natural coordinates,
that is, weighting functions relating the coordinates of
the end nodes to the coordinate of any interior point
belonging to the element. The weighting functions are not
independent of one another, since their sum must equal
unity, i.e.
n




where n is the number of external nodes of the element.
This expression can be interpreted to mean that one and
only one coordinate is associated with node i, having a
unit value there and a zero value at every other node. As
was previously mentioned in other sections, a general
triangular shaped element, such as sketched below, was
employed. Then by equation 4.15
LJL+L2+L3 = 1
A cartesian coordinate system is used since the fluid flow
is asstjmed to be two-dimensional. Similar results could be
derived using cylindrical coordinates for an axis3nmnetrically




point in the element can now be linearly related to the






Solving for the natural coordinates in terms of the Cartesian
coordinates gives




















The interpolation functions N, for the linear pressures in
terms of natural coordinates are merely
P P P
Ni - L^, N^ = L^, N3 = L^
but those interpolation functions that relate to the
velocities and temperatures stemming from quadratic approxi-




Another. way of envisioning L (x,y) for the triangular
element is to consider it a ratio of areas. Figure 4
shows how the natural coordinates, often called area
coordinates, are related to areas. In this figure, when
the point (x^,y ) is located on the boundary of the element,
one of the area segments vanishes and hence the appropriate
area coordinate along that particular boundary is identically
zero. For example, if (x ,y ) is on line 1-2, then
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Lo = —^ = since A^ =
J A J
There is also a convenient analytical method for integrating
area coordinates over the area of a triangular element and
involves the formula
I L^ L^ L^ dA(e) ^ o< : >^ : y I 2a(oc+,d+y+2):
A simmation of values derived using this formula is pre-
sented in Table 44 for {oi+J3 + ^) < 4.
« >5 y





o^t^-^y ex >fi y A B
1 1
1 1 1 3
2 2 2 12
2 1 1 1 12
3 3 6 60
3 2 1 2 60
3 1 1 1 1 60
4 4 12 180
4 3 1 3 180
4 2 2 2 180
4 2 1 1 1 180

With this preliminary work finished, the actual deriva-
tion of the element matrices may now begin. In all, five




will have only two of its terms derived, due to
the extensive amount of time and paper needed to evaluate
I
K- 1 in total. Beginning with this above-mentioned
matrix as it appeared in Subsection A,
K (i,j) = -y
I
(4Ni 4^ + 4^i^) dxdy (4.20)
1 y 6k a X. oyoy
(e)
where ./!_ is the elemental area representing the solution
domain, and i and j both vary from one to six. Since
I
K- is an array multiplying the nodal variables of
velocity and temperature, it must be correlated with the
quadratic interpolation functions of equation 4.19. For
the point (1,1), equation 4.20 becomes
K,(l,l) =
-r f(4Nl 4NI + 4Jii 4Nl)dxdy (4.21)
where
1^ . 4^1 (4L -1) =^ (4L^-1)dx dx 1 2A J-
and





= 2£i^l!l§l!l f(16L/-8L +1) dxdy
employing Table 4.1 for these three cases above in which




(1,1) = ldil!j2l!^16- i- -8- i+X)A
i 4A 12 3
or finally
K (1.1) . ^('^I'fi')
»- 4A
Next, consider the point (2,4) where
where

















substituting these four values into equation 4.22
K,(a.4)=-^(xs[HL,(^)(^)V(^)(^)
1 3^2A 2 3^2A 2A 1 2^2A 2A
+L 2(__ci)(^C3 L L (_22)2+T T (J^)(^n ) dxdy
2 2A 2A 1 3^2A 2 3^2A 2A J J
simplifying again, through the use of Table 4.1
K (2,4)=^^(b2b3+C2C3+2bib3+2ciC3+bib2+ciC2+b2 +C2 )3A
As can be seen, terms in the K matrix can be quite lengthy
and require considerable time to derive. On a more positive
note though, this square matrix is S3mraietric and thus only
half the terms need be calculated manually.
Next, attention will be focused on the K« and K^
matrices. These two arrays may be considered together
since the only difference between the two of them is that
b values are associated with K2 and c values with TK^ |
,





^ /(e) ^x 1
and




Taking the (3,6), equation 4.23 becomes
K2(3 ,6) = j (^N3^)dxdy
/re
where
X L •*• o X
substituting above
= * tl-H^ + ^3-lr^] ^"d N3^ = S' *^"ll^-l^r.
(L^L-bo+L^ bOdxdy
Ce)




Following the same procedure throughout each of these 3x6
matrices, complete I ^2 J and 1^1 are
H-i
b^ b^+2b2 b2+b3 b^+2b^
2b^+b2 b2 b2+2b3 b3+b^





c c +2c2 ^2+0^ c +20^
2c^+c c^ C2'''^^3 ^
^a""^!
c +0^ ^^2'^3 ^3
^^l"'^3
The next two matrices to be derived, that is 1^21
and [Ko
I
> can simply be written down by inspection of
the two above arrays. Thus
[•'J 6












Finally, the last elemental matrix to be analyzed is the
one associated with the time-dependent nodal parameters. In
subsection A this matrix was given as CD . For conven-
ience here, let fcDJ = Tk | , then
K^.(i,j) =. j N^N^dxdy (4.25)
with both i and j running from one to six. Consider, for
example, point (1,5)
K^(l,5) = j N^N .dxdy








then from Table 4.1, using (c<+yfl + ^) four separate times,
this term reduces rather easily to
K^(l,5) =
180
Factoring out a constant of —=
—
, the total K^ matrix takes
180 t
on the form
M H - 4
6 -1 -4 -1
32 16 -4 16
-1 6 -1 -4
A -4 16 32 16
L80
-1 -4 -1 6
16 -4 16 32
Which is also a S5mimetric matrix, thereby allowing faster
derivation of the individual terms with less chance of
numerical error.
C. STRUCTURE OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR FLOW ANALYSIS
A total of three computer programs analyzing two dis-
tinct test cases of fluid flow problems were employed in
this thesis. The first was a steady state analysis of
Couette flow. This involved determining the solution of
the velocity profiles (linear and nonlinear) in a shear-
and pressure- induced flow between flat parallel plates.
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The upper plate slides in the positive x-direction with
a constant velocity u, while the lower plate remains
stationary. There is no velocity component normal to the
plates, that is, v=0 in the y-direction. The governing




vAn + v4^ = -J^ 4^ +rv ^u
<3x 6y y^ 6k
u4^ + v4^ = -J. 4^ +y^\dx 6y J^ 6y ^^
(4.27)
(4.28)
For determination of the velocity profile involving only
linear terms, the left hand side of equations 4.27 and
4.28 are set equal to zero (no inertia terms).
A physical representation of the Couette flow analyzed
is shown in Figure 5. Node and element nianbering is the
same as in Figure 2, A pressure gradient of -3 units is
directed along the x-axis, i.e., ^ = -3.
dx
The two remaining programs formed the majority of the
theoretical portion of this study. They were devised to
carry out the calculations for the analysis of two-dimensional
or axis3nnmetric natural convection heat transfer problems.
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The first is the lesser-complex steady state approach,
whereby all transient conditions characteristic of the
system are assiimed to have died out, leaving only those
steady state parameters remaining to be solved for. Once
the finite element matrix equations describing the system
are correctly assembled, a library subroutine (LEQT2F)
functioning as a linear equation solver is called and the
desired nodal parameters can be calculated. The second
program takes into account the previously-neglected time
dependence of the system by introducing a type of finite
difference integration scheme to solve the transient por-
tion of the governing equations. This integration technique
must be an iterative procedure in order to circumvent the
problem of nonlinearity similar to that resulting from the
addition of inertia terms. Furthermore, the integral is
solved at successive time steps, with time being increased
until the value of the field variable converges, within
tolerance, to that of its steady state counterpart. This
segment of the total equation is then algebraically com-
bined with the remaining steady state solution to yield
values of nodal field variables with improved accuracy.
Gravity acting in the longitudinal direction was taken into
account for both the two-dimensional and axisymmetric flows.
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The flow region to be studied is first defined,
followed by the setting up of coordinate axes (Figure 1)
.
The location of the origin of these axes is in most cases
arbitrary, except that for a problem involving axial
symmetry the x-axis must coincide with the system axis of
symmetry. The flow region is then divided into a mesh of
triangular elements, and the nodal points are numbered in
the sequence previously described. Once the setting-up
of the solution domain is completed, computer analysis of
the system with its included boundary conditions can be
initiated.
Structure of the steady state fluid mechanics problem
will be discussed in detail, primarily because it comprises
one entire program and with the addition of the transient
stiffness matrix elements, accounts for the main program
in the time-dependent study.
The program was coded in FORTRAN IV language and begins
with a series of DIMENSION statements, which set up the
'arrays needed in the calculations. As indicated in state-
ments 0260-0310, storage has been allocated for problems
with up to 117 nodes; however larger problems can be con-
sidered by simply increasing the dimensions of these
matrices. The limit of problem size is dictated by the
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core storage of the available machine. Next, the program
calls for a declaration of the t5rpe of program to be
solved (either two-dimensional or axis3mimetric) ; then the
appropriate problem label is printed (statements 0360-0410)
Before proceeding to input the data describing the finite
element mesh, all the matrix arrays must be initialized
by setting all terms in these arrays equal to zero.
Statements 0930-1150 read into the program the node
nianbers and the coordinates of the nodes for the complete
finite element mesh. Also, the system topology, the ele-
ment numbers, and the numbers of the six nodes associated
with each element are read. Beginning with statement 1300,
the velocity, pressure and temperature conditions within
the solution domain are inserted. Correspondingly, condi-
tions are specified for the QX, QY, QZC and QZ indices
where the nodal field variables are unknown. Since the
solution obtained by the program depends intimately on
the body of data, the program is queried to print out all
data that have been input. This enables the programmer
to check for input data errors. Statement 2970 marks the
completion of these steps; the program is now ready to
commence work on a particular fluid mechanics problem.
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The loop to begin calculating the various element
matrices starts with statement 3010. Once the element
matrices TM$ are computed for one element, they are
assembled into the master or system stiffness matrix I TM
by the code followed in statements 7740-7790. The non-
linear terms appearing in the velocity and temperature
expressions of the governing equations are formulated in
statements 4110-5900. An iterative process compares each
of these terms with a corresponding quantity in the linear
sjmimetric TM$ matrix until they converge in value. It
is this comparison value that is then assembled with all
similar values of the other elements to form the system
TM matrix, which now exhibits or reflects the non-
linearity.
Since each element in the triangular mesh has six (6)
nodes, the local node numbers are I^ = 1, 2, .. .,6. The
global node numbers for the element are recovered from the
parameter NODE (K,I^), which was read as input data for the
element; that is, for element K, the node numbers
N(1)=N0DE(K,1) , N(2)=N0DE(K,2), etc. were introduced. Then
the code in statements 7740-7790 loads the terms of the
elemental matrices into their proper locations in the
system matrices. Each time that a term of an element
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matrix is placed in a location in the system matrix where
another term has already been inserted, this new term is
added to whatever value is there. A similar loading pro-
cess takes place for the right-hand-side colimin vector in
statements 7810-7940,
After all the elements have been processed in this
fashion, the assembled system equations are ready to be
modified to account for the boundary conditions or
phenomena. This is done by statements 7980-8060. Thus,
at the conclusion of statement 8060, the system equations
possess the form
ItmI (x\ = |rhs|
where |rHs) = (Kqi = /QX+gBTm\ , and /xl = /u
1 QZC / { P\QZ / \T
Not all of the components of the column vector ( RHS| are
known because the Q values at nodes where velocity,
pressure or temperature is specified are unknown; that is,
at each node i, either Uj_, v. , or T. is known on the one
side, or Kq. is known on the other. A similar relation-
ship exists at the comer nodes for pressure and QZC
values. The only Q's that can be specifically labeled as
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heat fluxes are the QZ's, since they directly relate to
temperature parameters within the system.
The only thing that remains to be done now is to call
a compatible linear equation solver to produce the nodal
variables sought. In this case, LEQT2F was chosen because
of its speed and accuracy.
The following is a list of the S5niibols and descriptions














interger which specifies the type of
problem to be solved:
NCASE=1, 2-D plane problem
NCASE=2, axis3mimetric problem
number of nodes in solution domain
number of comer nodes
number of elements
global coordinates of node I
J=1,2,....NE; 1=1,2, 6 node
nimibers associated with element J
node nximber where velocity or
temperature is specified
node niraiber where pressure is specified
specified nodal u velocity

















node number where a Q value is
specified; QX and QY are specified
only at internal nodes, while QZC
and QZ may be specified at either
external or internal nodes
specified nodal value of QX
specified nodal value of QY
specified nodal value of QZC
specified nodal value of heat flux QZ
local coordinates of node I
element stiffness matrix
system stiffness matrix
area of a triangular element
The program output begins with a statement declaring
the t5rpe of problem to be solved - either nonlinear two-
dimensional or axis37mmetrical. Next, all input data are
printed and labeled for easy identification. To ensure
the validity of the solution, the printed input data should
be carefully checked against the intended input. A state-
ment following these printed data identifies which nodal
parameters are associated with which system nodes (re-
membering specifications of the finite element analysis
called for a value of both velocities along with a temperature
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at each node, while a pressure value could be defined only
at the comer nodes)
. The complete continuum solution
follows in the form of a numbered list, in which the
integer appearing at the far left of this list designates
the node nimiber, or multiple of it in cases above 1*35,
and the figure on the right representing the value of the
nodal variable in double precision.
D. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Complete numerical listings of the field variables for
both the Couette flow problem and the steady state heat
transfer problem are shown in the two computer program
outputs . "
The velocity profile for the linear Couette flow, i.e.
node numbers 1-5, 6-10, etc., revealed that the finite-
element method of analysis agreed with the exact solution
of this shear- tjrpe flow out to the sixth decimal place.
This is evident by the fact that all five of the FEM points
lie exactly on the smooth curve depicting the exact solu-
tion in Figure 15.
The approximate steady state isotherms of Figure 16
are directly related to the nonlinear temperatures (node
n\mibers 83-117 of the second set of nodal variables) in
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the heat transfer problem. These isotherms, or constant
nondimensional temperature lines, vary in value from +1.0
on the hot temperature wall, to -1.0 on the cold temperature
wall. The equation used for deriving these values at all
thirty-five nodal points within the solution domain was
e ==^ (4.29)
where T is the nodal temperature and Tj^ is the mean temper-
ature of the fluid defined at Tj^ = ( H+Tc) ^
The general shape and relative location of the various
isotherms within the rectangular enclosure are somewhat
similar to those of comparable heat transfer flows involving
different Prandtl numbers, Grashof numbers and L/D ratios.
However, due to the relatively low Grashof number of the
present system (946.4), there is a total lack of a plateau
in the center region of Figure 16 and the closely packed
boundary layer flow near the walls is also missing. This
boundary layer tjrpe flow is characteristic of much higher
Grashof numbers such as those found in the comparative
examples in I 3J , [_ 7J and Ll5j where the Gr^ ranged from
5000 up to 18000.
Based solely on the thirty-five nodal point temperatures
available from the solution, the isotherms were sketched as
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shown in Figure 16. Lacking additional information, the
shape of the contour lines between such nodes were linearly
approximated, to a large extent, without speculating as to
their exact curvature.
The actual height and width of the enclosure was
normalized to y* and x*, respectively, for easier inter-




A. ARRANGEMENT OF TEST APPARATUS
The experimental apparatus was arranged so as to allow
the study of an essentially two-dimensional fluid flow.
The major components of the apparatus consisted of the
test platform, which housed the rectangular enclosure
(Figure 6) , a control system made up of two water circula-
tors that maintained the vertical copper walls of the test
platform at desired temperatures (Figure 7) , and a large
(250 mm DIA) plano-convex glass lens for reducing the
object (8,5 X 1,875 inch vertical rectangular cavity) down
to a smaller image size that could be completely captured
on the 4x5 inch holographic plate (Figure 11)
.
The rectangular enclosure holding the fluid under
investigation was 8.5 inches high, 7 inches long, and
1.875 inches wide. This test cavity was sandwiched between
two plexiglas water reservoirs providing constant circula-
tion by means of manifold connections on their tops and
bottoms. Hot and cold water drains were located on top
of the left and right reservoirs, respectively. Similarly,
on the bottom were the hot and cold water inputs . The
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inner walls of these two reservoirs were formed by quarter
inch thick oxygen-free copper plates. Also, these same
copper plates comprised the principle walls of the rectan-
gular enclosure, with the "side walls" being made of plate
glass, in order to allow visual observations. Six thermo-
couples were attached to each copper wall and then connected
to a multichannel recorder for temperature monitoring pur-
poses. The time needed for each copper plate to reach its
respective equilibrium temperature once the water circulators
had been turned on was approximately 39.8 seconds. For
comparison purposes, it took the system just under one
hour (58.1 minutes) for the 50-HB-3520 lubricating fluid
to attain a steady equilibrium temperature under the same
experimental conditions
.
An important constraint imposed by interferometry is
that the total distance traveled by the object beam must
be nearly identical with the total path length of the
reference beam, if the index of refraction throughout is
uniform. Since the fluid in the rectangular enclosure
possessed a refraction index of 1.461 and laser light
along the object beam had to travel through 7 inches of
this fluid, then the corrected path length through the test
cavity was 10.23 inches, or a net increase of over 3 inches.
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With this in mind, the equipment was arranged in a semi-
elliptical pattern on a heavy table supported at six
critical areas by inflated inner tubes. These were to act
as stabilizing devices. Equipment could not be arranged
on an exact ellipse due to the fact that a distance of four
feet, five inches alone was needed from the object to the
plano-convex lens out of a total table length of eight
feet. Even so, the turning mirrors were located on the
apexes of the "shortened" minor axis, the beam splitter at
one end of the major axis, and the aqueous hologram holder
at the opposite end (Figure 8) . Spatial filters were
employed to clean up each beam and expand it. A diverging
lens was inserted just after the object beam spatial filter
in order to expand this beam to proper size before it
reached the rectangular test slit. Also, a collimating
lens was placed between the spatial filter and hologram
holder along the reference beam. Finally, a large diffusing
screen made from a piece of developed film mounted on plexi-
glas and secured in a rigid metal frame, plus the test
platform itself, were placed between the object mirror and
the hologram holder (Figures 9 and 10)
.
Choosing the correct hologram holder is very important
in live fringe holography. The reconstructed virtual image
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must exactly match the original object. Unfortunately,
after the processing of a hologram, the emulsion on its
surface tends to dry, thus causing an unwanted displace-
ment of the virtual image. One procedure that may be used
to circxmivent this problem is to choose a holder that main-
tains the hologram in aqueous surroundings, such as was
utilized in this experiment. Also, in order to keep the
hologram perfectly rigid during and after processing, the
exposed glass plate was secured in a removable metal frame
complete with handle. In this way, exact replacement in
the hologram holder after processing posed no problem.
Two micrometers built into the holder* s top and left side
were then used for fine adjustment of the hologram.
The test cavity or rectangular enclosure was filled
with a very highly viscous fluid (actually a lubricant)
produced by Union Carbide and known as "UCON" 50-HB-3520.
This fluid was required to possess physical properties
such that Rayleigh numbers, based on cavity width, of the
order of 10-10 could be obtained in the apparatus, at
accurately measurable temperature differences. Since
(Tjj-Tp) was held constant throughout the experiment, only
one Rayleigh number was calculated. Its value of l.OySSxlO'^
was well within the above tolerance zone. Worth mentioning
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is the generally accepted prediction that above Ra— 2.0x10
,
the phenomena known as "secondary flows" begin to occur.
Obviously, such was not the case in this experiment.
A scribed grid pattern was attached to the back side of
the test cavity to assist in alignment of the fringes. Two
water circulators were connected by tubes to manifold nipples
on the reservoir ends of the test platform. One circulator
was set to deliver distilled water at 20°C (cold temp.) and
the other at 25°C (hot temp). By using slide valves, the
amount of water expended from the circulators could be
regulated and controlled.
The experimental procedure was initiated only after the
entire system had been carefully aligned. The rectangular
enclosure was allowed to sit undisturbed for a period of
at least several hours to ensure an equilibrium temperature
state throughout the fluid. Then, a shutter was placed
directly in front of the beam of a 3 milliwatt, helium-
neon continuous wave laser serving as the coherent light
source. After an Agfa-Gevaert Inc. 10E75 holographic
recording plate was placed in the holder, the shutter was
opened and the plate was exposed for one and one-half
seconds (Figure 13). This plate was then removed, developed,
and replaced in its exact position. Both circulators were
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then turned on, and a continuous flow of water at 20°C
and 25°C was allowed to cycle through the reservoirs on
the test platform. Once fringe lines appear, their
visibility can be strengthened by following the procedure
outlined in the next subsection.
If one word could be used to describe the single most
important factor determining the success or failure of
this experiment, it would have to be rigidity. All rela-
tively light-weight gear, such as; the laser, turning
mirrors, spatial filters, and the plano-convex lens had
to be weighted down to make them immovable. The test plat-
form, in which the rectangular cavity was located, was
sufficiently heavy on its own to preclude it from having to
be additionally weighted down. The hologram holder already
came with a very heavy base attached. All connecting de-
vices, including the tubes transporting heated water to
the plexiglas reservoirs and plastic sleeves housing the
thermocouple leads were securely taped together to prevent
vibration or motion. Any such random vibration would cause
the fringe patterns to become lost.
The viewing of these fringes and the subsequent
collecting of data can be accomplished by positioning the
appropriate camera in a direct line with the rectangular
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enclosure, plano-convex lens, and hologram holder (Figure
11) . A television monitor (Figure 12) was employed for
convenient viewing of the fringe patterns in an area
adjacent to the experimental set-up.
B. HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFEROMETRY APPLICATIONS
Holographic interferometry is an excellent technique
for developing interference fringe patterns, which may in
turn be evaluated to quantitatively provide an accurate
temperature field throughout the domain of the system.
Heat convection in a rectangular cavity would be diffi-
cult to analyze empirically. However, by replacing the
sensors that would ordinarily be used to record temperature
changes and flow rates with holographic technology, one
can analyze directly the variation of the density fields
within the rectangular enclosure. This technique also
eliminates the inherent change in temperature and flow
pattern caused by the physical insertion of the sensors
into the test fluid.
Real-time holographic interferometry allows a continuous
flow of information to be recorded at the precise time any
changes in the observed fluid occur. Single exposure holo-
grams are utilized with real-time interferometry. A time
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sequence can be derived for each different viewing position,
with the use of a single developed hologram.
Such an exposure technique consists of recording phase
and amplitude information from an object, in this case the
rectangular fluid enclosure, onto a holographic plate. The
recording is accomplished through the use of a reference
and an object (scene) beam, originating from a single source
(Figure 13). After processing, the hologram is accurately
repositioned in its holder. Illuminating the plate with
the original reference beam results in the primary (virtual)
image being projected onto the same area as was the object
(Figure 14). By focusing the object and virtual image beams
onto a film or focal plane, and then adjusting the system
so that the two interfering wavefronts (object wave and
reconstructed wave) coincide, fringes can be produced.
The hologram now can be finely adjusted to orient the
fringes in either a vertical or horizontal reference frame.
Likewise at this time, the fringe patterns can be made to
appear more visible by varying the beamsplitter to increase
the intensity of the reference beam while decreasing that
of the scene beam. If the original object is changed or
altered in any fashion by the effect of temperature, motion,
or pressure, an exact superposition will create a reinforcement
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or cancellation of the intensities of the two waves with
the result being the establishment of a fringe pattern.
A dark fringe is produced whenever the difference between
the object and reconstructed wavefront involves an odd
factor of IT/I. Bright fringes occur when this difference
equals an integer value of ZTT
.
By inserting a camera in-line with the scene (object)
beam, but on the back side of the holographic plate, one
_
can observe and record live fringe data. This technique
provides a real time analysis of an unsteady system without
the need for expensive and time consiaming sensors and
calibration.
After processing has been completed, problems arising
from live fringe single exposure holography include; dis-
placement of the virtual image due to drying emulsions on
the holographic plate, and non-exact replacement of the
hologram in its holder. If any relative motion whatsoever
has transpired between pieces of the experimental equipment
during or after replacement of the hologram, the fringe
patterns may be destroyed.
It was this last problem that caused a particularly
detrimental effect on the experimental results of this
thesis. Somewhere within the system (apparatus arrangement)
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there existed a source of motion or a piece of gear
slightly off the horizontal reference plane that completely
eliminated these fringe formations almost immediately after
they evolved. The exact source(s) was never totally iso-
lated, but the possible choices were reduced down to two,





The finite-element method was incorporated into steady
state and time dependent computer programs for analyzing
laminar convective heat transfer between parallel plates.
Two sample cases were tested utilizing the general steady
state program. In each case, values of derived field
variables compared favorably to either an exact solution,
in the case of the Couette flow problem (Figure 15) ; or to
similar theoretical results, in the case of the heat trans-
fer problem (Figure 16) . The exact solution of the velocity
profile for Couette flow was obtained by programming the
analytical expression given by equation 5.5 in 11 .
After successful steady state results were achieved, a
second computer program was then designed to take into
account the previously-neglected transient behavior of the
system. A major portion of the steady state fluid mechanics
problem was interfaced with a series of subroutines, wherein
the time-dependent terms were to be calculated, to yield a
total solution. to the governing system of equations and
associated boundary conditions. Time itself became a
limiting factor in the completion of this second program.
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A problem associated with the convergence of the field
variables remains to be resolved.
In the experimental phase of this thesis, five attempts
were made to produce live fringe formations through the use
of holographic interferometry. In only one of these attempts
was there observed a momentary interference pattern, corre-
sponding to the temperature gradient,, across the test
section. This observation lasted approximately three (3)
seconds after the water heaters/circulators were activated.
The main factor(s) influencing this inability to acquire
such live fringes, on film, was the necessary exclusion of
the hologram holder from the recording plane because of
limited table length and/or the vibrations generated by
the water circulators used in the experiment. Either of
these detrimental conditions could have eliminated com-
pletely the formation of interference fringe patterns
.
Due to considerable time delay in the acquisition of
some of the experimental apparatus, no further documenta-
tion of real time holographic interferometry study could



























































TV J-/ Discretization of Solution Domain
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O = #Nodes = 35




























































































Apparatus Arrangement with Reference Beam
Oriented on the Right-hand-side of Table
Figure 10




Direct Line-up on Object Beam from
Test Platform to Recording Camera
Figure 12
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BRIEF REVIEW ON CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS
A fundamental problem in differential calculus is
extremizing (maximizing or minimizing) a function f(x) for
a range of the independent variable x. The problem in
variational calculus is also extremization; however, it is
concerned chiefly with the extremization of a functional.
A simple functional, in terms of only one independent
variable, would have the t5T>ical form
1(0) = C F(x, 0, 0^, 0^JdxJ x» '^xx'
^1
where = 0(x) and 0^ = ^^, 0^ = -|-4-5^' "- = tx
Summarizing, the two branches of calculus are related in
that both are concerned with an extremum; one deals with
nimiber spaces while the other deals with function spaces.
In variational problems a functional which is charac-
teristic of the problem is first formed in terms of a
function (or functions) . Then variations of this same
functional are investigated with a view toward extremizing
the functional. In some cases this approach results in a
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closed form, exact solution. But more often, the problem
must be solved by an approximate method. One such method
is the Rayleigh-Ritz technique. This approach is preferable
to the direct application of finite difference methodology
to solve the differential equation with its associated
boundary conditions, because the functional can often be
used to assure convergence of the approximate solution.
A simple example of variational calculus is the problem
of finding the plane curve joining two points (x^, y^) and
(xo, yo) which has the shortest length. The solution
sought here is the function y(x) describing the curve of
shortest length; the corresponding functional is the length
of the curve given by
i(y) = jV~'i+(|p~ dx
Using the method of variation of calculus implies that of
all the curves
Y(x) = y(x) +ey(x)
which pass through the given end points, the shortest one
y(x) must be selected. The problem thus reduces to finding
the function y(x) that makes the integral I(y) a minimum.
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Generally, in order to minimize the integral
I(y) = r F(x, y, y')dx
X.
where y' = ^ , the function y(x) must satisfy the boundarydx
conditions and the Euler-Lagrange differential equation
cJy dx ^dy'^ "
The previous result could be extended to several
dependent and independent variables. For example, in
order to minimize the integral
1(0) = ffrCx, y, 0, 0^, 0y)dxdy
A
in which and are the partial derivatives of withX y
respect to x and y, respectively, the general function
must satisfy the Euler-Lagrange differential equation
60' 6^ ^"30;^ 1^ ^d0y ~
in addition to the specified boundary conditions.
In the past two decades, since the advent of high
speed digital computers , the variational formulation has
been quite extensively employed in the fields of structural
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and continumn mechanics. Important variational principles
such as least work, minimum strain energy, minimum potential
energy, and Reissner's variational theorem of elasticity
have been well developed and are documented in standard
textbooks. However, similar variational principles appli-
cable to fluid mechanic problems have not been as compre-
hensively developed. Calculus of variations has, until
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4 5 9 13
10 15 14 13
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14 15 19 23
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NODES WHERE VELOCITIES ARE SPECIFIED
































I NCOE QX QY
1 7 0.0 0.0
i I 9*9 0.0
I .? 9-9 0-0
t H 9*9 0*0
f H 9*9 o-<)6 14 0.0 0.0
Z U 9-9 iJ-o
S H 9*9 0.09 19 0.0 0.0
2 0.0 0.0
I? _3 0.0 0.0
H 1% 9-9 0.013 27 0.0 0.0
14 28 0.0 o!o
15 29 0.0 Olo
16 2 1.333 0.0
17 3 0.667 0.0
18 h 1.333 0.0
19 32 -0.333< 0.0
33 -0.167 0.0
34 -0.333 0.0i?














NGCAL VARIABLE IS Tl-E U-VELOCITY AT NODES I - 35;
ThE V-VELCCI7Y AT NODES 36 - 70;












TKE FIRST SEQUENCE OF 82 NODAL VARIABLES
REPRESENTS A LINEARt STEADY STATE SYSTEM;
WHILE THE SECOND SET OF THE 82 VALUES CORRESPONDS
TO A NONLINEAR ANALYSIS OF THE SOLUTION DOMAIN.
A PRESSURE GRADIENT IN THE HORIZONTAL SHEAR
DIRECTION OF -3 UNITS IN MAGNITUDE HAS BEEN ADDED
TO PRODUCE A CURVED VELOCITY PROFILE.
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STEADY STATE FLUID MECHANICS PROBLEM
(HEAT TRANSFER)
This IS A 2-0 NONLINEAR PROBLEM
IBANO* 26
NEC«ll7
NO. OF NODES' 35
NO. OF ELEMENTS' 12
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2 3 8 13
4 5 9 13
10 15 14 13
17 23 22 21
12 13 18 23
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NODES WHERE VELOCITIES ARE SPECIFIED




































NOCES WH6RE QX AND CY ARE SPECIFIED
I NGOE QX QY
1 7 0.0 0.0
2 8 0.0 0.0
3 9 0.0 0.0
4 12 5.0 0.0
5 13 0.0 0.0
6 14 0.0 0.0
7 17 0.0 0.0
8 18 0.0 0.0
9 19 0.0 0.0
10 22 0.0 0.0
11 23 0.0 0.0
12 24 0.0 0.0
13 27 0.0 0.0
14 28 0.0 0.0
15 29 0.0 0.0











































I I 0-03 8 0.0
5 10 0.0
6 11 0.0











20 25 . 0.0




NODAL VARIABLE IS THE U-VELOCITY AT NODES 1 - 35;
THE V-VELCCITY AT NODES 36 - 70;
THE PRESSURE AT NODES 71 - 82;
AND THE TEMPERATURE AT NODES 83 - 117.
THE SPECIFIED WALL PRESSURES
ARE NORMALIZED TO ONE U) ATMOSPHERE,
THAT ISf 1014000 OYNES/SQ.CM
<ALL PARAMETER VALUES ARE IN CGS JNITSJ.
THE FIRST SEQUENCE OF 117 NODAL VARIABLES
REPRESENTS A LINEAR, STEADY STATS SYSTEM;
WHILE THE SECOND SET OF THE 117 VALUES CORRESPONDS
TO A NONLINEAR ANALYSIS OF THE SOLUTION DOMAIN.
























































































































































































































































THE KINEMATIC VISCCSITY OF FLUID 50-HS-3520 AT 20 DEGREES C.
10.90 SC.CM/SEC
THE DENSITY OF 50-HB-3520 AT 20 DEGREES C. = 1.0596 GM/CC
THE CCEFF. OF THERMAL EXPANSION OF 50-HB-3520 AT 20 DEGREES C. «
0.002278/OEGREE C.
THE THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY OF 50-HB-3520 AT 20 DEGREES C. =
0.00103 SQ. CM/SEC
THE GRASHCF NUMBER (GR(L)) =( G*B*L**3*(TH-TCn/V**2 * 946.4
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